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National Centerfor Atmospheric Research
P.D. Box 3000, BoulderCD 80307-3000 - U.SA.

1.0

Measurement Goals

Aircraft are excellent platforms for measuring atmospheric turbulence. Due to their
mobility and instrumentation, aircraft can make a wide variety of measurements over a
large domain in a short length of time, and the aircraft night pattern can be easily adjusted
to accommodate to changes in the atmosphere and new measurement techniques.
This paper will discuss the use of instrumented aircraft to measure bulk and
turbulent atmospheric transport of heat, moisture, and momentum over large distances.
The paper will cover nux measurement from aircraft, the design of aircraft night patterns.
and the measurement accuracies which can result from these measurement techniques.
The measurement techniques include the use of in-situ and remote sensors. The
discussion will cover aircraft instrumentation, instrumentation accuracies, the eddy
correlation technique for measurement of atmospheric turbulence, and aircraft night
patterns. The discussion will he directed to particular problem of measuring the variability
of atmospheric transport within an inhomogeneous atmosphere. This problem is of
particular importance to TOGA COARE.
Most experiments which are designed to measure atmospheric transport of heat,
moisture, and momentum have had smaller measurement domains than TOGA COARE.
The TOGA-COARE time and space scales (Table 1) range from the diurnal cycle (2-1h
and a cluster scale of about 500km), through the cloud cluster scale (1-3 days and up to
1700 km movement) to the meso-scale convective super cluster (MCC) scale (about 10
days and up to 4000 km movement). Making airborne in-situ and Doppler radar
measurements over these large time and space scales will require new approaches to the
collection and analysis of aircraft data.
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Table 1. The TOGA·COARE observational domains.
Large Scale: lOoN - lOoS by 140 o-180oE or ~ 2200x4400 km. Over this area the large
(LSA)
scale convective and precipitation events are to be described and the
net fluxes of heat, moisture and momentum are to be measured.
EquatorialSynoptic:
(ESA)

SoN - SoS by lS0o-17SoE or ~ llOOx2800 km. Over this area the detailed
structure of convective and episodic wind events and associated precipitation fields and broad scale heat, moisture and momentum fluxes are to
be measured.

Intensive
Flux:
(IFA)

SoN - SoS by lSSo-170oE or ~ llOOx1700 km. This area will include
very detailed determination of the surface fluxes as well as the
Equatorial Synoptic area measurements.

2.0 Measurement Techniques
Aircraft are ideally suited for measuring atmospheric phenomena over large
distances. Aircraft in-situ and remote probing instrumentation, coupled with long aircraft
flight tracks can provide high resolution measurements over large areas. The principle
measurements which can be made from aircraft include in-situ measurements of
temperature, moisture, winds, pressure, cloud particles, and many atmospheric chemical
constituents. In addition, research aircraft typically include measurements of short and long
wave radiation, and radiative earth surface temperature.
Typical in-situ aircraft
instrumentation and measurement accuracies are listed in Table 2. For more information
on aircraft in-situ instrumentation see Research Aviation Facility (1987a,b, 1988a,b,c).
The aircraft in-situ measurement of temperature, moisture and winds readily lend
themselves to evaluation of heat and momentum fluxes within the atmospheric boundary
layer. However, due to limitations on sensor sensitivity, measurements of turbulent fluxes
are generally limited to boundary layer and in-cloud measurements. The concentrations
and turbulent transport of some chemical species have also been evaluated (e.g. see
Lenschow, et aI., 1982).
Currently available remote probing measurements from research aircraft include
in-cloud precipitation and wind measurements from Doppler radars, boundary layer
structure and wind measurements from lidar, and sea surface properties measured using
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Table 2.
Variable

HAPEX King Air instrumentation for turbulence measurements.
Instrument

Manufacturer
and Model

Performance
A£curacy

Resolution

In-situ Instrumentation
Position

Inertial Navigation

Utton LTN-51

sl.0 Nml / ftt hour

0.0014'

Static Press.

Oscillation Freq.

Rosemont 1501

:I: 1 mb

0.034 mb

Airspeed

Variable Capacitance

Rosemont

:I: 0.7 mb

0.006 mb

Air Temp.

Platinum Resistance

NCAR Fast Resp :I: 0.05 'C

0.006 'C

Air Temp.

Platinum Resistance

Rosemont 101

:I: 0.5 'C

0.006 'C

Humidity

Lyman-alpba
Hygrometer

NCAR LA-3

:l:5¥

0.1

Humidity

Thermoelectric
Hygrometer

EG&G 137-C3·S3:1: 0.5·C If T>O 'C3
:I: 1.0·C If T<O 'C

o.OO6·C

Horiz. Winds

Gust Probe and INS

NCAR

:I: 0.1 mls, t<0.6 h
:I:(1.0+D.5t) t In hrs

o.on mls

Vertical Winds

Gust Probe and INS

NCAR

:I: 0.1 mls

o.on mls

Geometric Ait.

Radio Altimeter

Colllns ALT-55

:I:

Infrared Rad.

Pyqeometer
4-45jLm

Eppley PIR

0.4 W/m2

Visible Rad.

Pyranometer
0.185-1.8 jLm

Eppley PSP

0.4 W/m2

Surface Temp.

Bolometeric Radiometer

Bames PRT·5

:I: 1 'C

nu

1-~

Radar Measurements
Rainfall Rate

Airborne Doppler Radar

NCAR

factor of 1

Air Velocity

Airborne Doppler Radar

NCAR

:I: 1 mls

Ocean sfc winds Airborne Doppler Radar

NCAR

:I: 1 mls

2 with periodic baseline calibration.
3 if relative humidity is > 11X

~

0.1 m

0.005 'C
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radar scatterometers.
For a discussion of airborne Doppler radar measurement
capabilities, see Hildebrand and Moore (1989). Airborne Doppler radar capabilities are
currently under development (Hildebrand et al., 1988) and significant improvements in
these capabilities are anticipated by the time of TOGA COARE.
2.1

Boundary layer fluxes of heat, moisture, momentum and passive constituents.

Measurement of atmospheric flux transport using aircraft in-situ instrumentation
requires making a number of assumptions about the representativeness of the
measurements to the actual state of the atmosphere. Specific assumptions include:
1) the turbulent fluctuations can be separated into mean and turbulent components
from which the turbulent fluxes can be calculated,
2) the measurement of boundary layer turbulence must be an accurate sample of
the domain of interest and thus representative of the true average atmospheric
state within that domain,
3) the domain to be sampled must be sampled instantaneously within the domain,
thus removing diurnal or temporal trends from the data.
Since most in-situ aircraft instrumentation is only capable of measuring turbulent intensities
characteristic of the atmospheric boundary layer or convective storms, the following
discussion will center primarily on sampling the atmospheric boundary layer.
2.1.1

Separation of in-situ measurements into mean and turbulent
components.

The decomposition of turbulence measurements into mean and turbulent
components (Wyngaard, 1986) is based on the assumption that for any measurements of
turbulent flow, that any measured value (P) can be decomposed into mean (p) and
turbulent (p') portions using the relation P = p + p', This decomposition assumes that
some representative mean value (p) exists and that there is process whereby the mean
values (p) can be separated from the turbulent (p') portions of the flow.
Once the total flow is decomposed into mean and turbulent components, the
turbulent fluxes can be calculated from averages of the turbulent components,
appropriately manipulated to produce the needed products. For example, the vertical
fluxes of any quantity (e.g. temperature) can be calculated as the product of rand w'
values, averaged over an appropriate interval. This technique also produces true variance
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and covariance values for the means of any products such as v/v/ and v/v/, respectively,
where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote different variables.
Classical use of this decomposition has assumed the atmosphere to be horizontally
homogeneous, and that a single mean value or linear trend will be representative of the
mean state of the atmosphere. In the undisturbed atmosphere, this assumption holds well
and extensive measurements of convective boundary layer fluxes have been made. For
example, temperature and moisture flux profile measurements from AMTEX (Wyngaard,
et al., 1978) are shown in Fig. 1 and illustrate temperature and moisture flux measurements
made using 60 km flight legs and a succession of altitudes within a 1.2 km deep boundary
layer. In calculations such as this, mean values of the full flight data set were used to
decompose the data into mean and turbulent portions.
The problem with the "mean value" eddy correlation technique arises when the
mean value or the turbulent intensity changes along the flight track. An improved method
of decomposition of the data into turbulent and mean components can be through the use
of spectral decomposition or filtering of the data (Hildebrand, 1988). Using this technique,
the data can be decomposed into short wavelength "turbulent" components and long
wavelength "mean" components. This technique is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 (top)
where the variance of the total sample (0.27) is distributed between the variance of the
mean (0.25) and the variance of the turbulent component (0.02). If the decomposition
were made using the assumption of a "constant" mean value (Fig. 2 bottom), the total
variance (0.27) would have been erroneously attributed to turbulence. This decomposition
technique enables separating the turbulence from the mean state measurements. In its
application to TOGA COARE, this technique will allow for measurement of the mean and
turbulent conditions along very long flight paths which include both Meso-scale Convective
Systems as well as clear areas.
Eddy correlation flux measurements have been extended to some chemical species
for which there exists fast response instrumentation for sampling the chemical species. For
example, Lenschow, et al., (1982) have sampled vertical ozone flux over land and over the
oceans.
2.1.2 Accuracy of in-situ turbulent flux measurements.
The spectrum of turbulence can be divided into components or ranges (Wyngaard,
1986). The large-scale, energy-containing eddies perform the majority of the turbulent
transport in the convective boundary layer and have spectral peaks typically at about 1.5h,
where h in the boundary layer depth. These large eddies are highly variable in intensity,
space, and time. Accurate measurement of boundary layer turbulence requires sampling
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a reasonably large number of these large eddies in order to attain an accurate
measurement of the boundary layer turbulence. Due to the size of the large eddies and
the need to sample a number of them, flight tracks need to be fairly long if accurate
turbulence measurements are to be made. This is because the turbulence measurements
along the narrow flight path must be representative of a true mean value over the full
boundary layer. Lenschow and Stankov (1986) evaluate the accuracy of boundary layer
turbulence estimates due to random sampling error as a function of aircraft flight path
length. Their relations are plotted in Fig. 3 for 0.1<z.<.9 and for errors ranging from
10% to 50%. These curves show that flight path lengths of 10 to 100 times the convective
boundary layer depth are needed to achieve a 20% error in measurement of w'T' for
measurements made between altitudes of O.lh and 0.7h. For measurements of w'q', path
lengths of about 20 to 30h will be needed to achieve 20% error.
For the AMTEX observations presented in Fig. 1, the w'T' measurements should
have been accurate to about 10% at O.lh, and to about 30% at 0.7h. The moisture flux
measurements should have been accurate to 10-20% throughout the boundary layer. These
error estimates are in general agreement with the scatter seen in Fig 1.
For the complex terrain, HAPEX experiment (Andre, et aI., 1986), some evaluations
of flux measurement accuracy were calculated as a function of sample path length
(HiIdebrand, 1988). Turbulence and f1uxes were evaluated from 10 km block averages of
the high frequency filter output. Based on a very limited sample, the HAPEX analysis
(Fig. 4) shows the latent and sensible heat flux errors to drop below 20% at flight path
lengths of >6h to 8h, and to drop below 10% error for flight path lengths of > 15h to 18h.
These results are about a factor of 2 to 3 better than the results of Lenschow and Stankov
(1986).
Problems with the Lyman-alpha humidity sensor produced biases of about 5-25%
difference in the measured latent heat f1uxes as measured by two identical sensors in
HAPEX (Hildebrand, 1988). It is likely that improvements in humidity instrumentation,
currently underway in the research aviation community, should correct this problem.
On the basis of this discussion, a rough guideline is that aircraft flight tracks of
about 10 times the boundary layer depth will produce measurements accurate to at least
20% for low boundary layer altitudes. Flight tracks of 30h to 50h should reliably produce
heat flux measurements accurate to about 10%. For adequate sampling of turbulence at
higher altitudes, track lengths will have to be longer. In the context of TOGA COARE,
these restrictions do not represent a problem, and measurement accuracies of 10% to 20%
should be possible.
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2.1.3 Temporal effects.

During the time while observations are being made, the boundary layer is changing.
This rate of change of the boundary layer is such that it can be assumed to be stationary
for periods of 10 to 20 minutes. At the typical aircraft flight speeds of 120 to 150 m/s, the
aircraft can fly 70 to 180 km in 10 to 20 min, depending on flight speed. The aircraft
measurements can therefore be taken as approximating an instantaneous realization
boundary layer turbulent flow for flight legs on the order of 30 to 100 times the typical
horizontal scale length of boundary layer turbulence. For longer flight legs or repeated
passes, e.g. at differing altitudes, stationarity cannot be assumed because the time required
to fly the long flight leg can be long with respect to the rate of change of the boundary
layer, either as the result of diurnal or other temporal forcing. This problem will have to
be addressed in the design of TOGA COARE aircraft flight patterns.

2.2

Surface fluxes over the ocean

When the wind blows over the ocean surface it generates surface waves. These
waves are the result of the coupling between the water surface and the drag of the wind.
The surface roughness is apportionately proportional to the wind velocity. The radar
backscatter cross-section of the roughened ocean surface is Bragg scattering from the
surface capillary waves. This back-scattering is related to the wind speed, the incidence
angle, the angle between the wind and the radar beam and radar parameters including
polarization and wavelength (Ulaby et aI., 1982; Elachi, 1988). The back-scatter cross
section, a0' is given by

ao(V ,t/>,9) = A Vel (1 + B cos tI> + C cos 2tI»
where: V is the wind speed at 19.5 m msl, t/> is the angle between the radar beam and the
wind direction, 9 is the incidence angle, a is an exponent which is a function of t/>. The
constants a, A, Band C are empirically determined. Because a is a function of V and t/>,
more than one measurement is necessary to determine the wind. Measurements from at
least two orthogonal pointing angles are used to provide estimates of V with 4-fold
ambiguity. This ambiguity can be resolved using synoptic meteorological analyses to select
the correct quadrant. Addition of a third pointing angle at 45· to the other two can
provide a measurement with a 180· ambiguity.
This technique has been used to derive surface winds over large areas of ocean.
Figure 5 shows wind vector aliases for the Seasat SASS dual-beam scatterometer in the
north Atlantic (Brown, 1983). Empirical evaluations of this technique (e.g. Jones, et al.
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1978) have demonstrated that wind speeds within ±2 m/s (or about ± 10 %) and wind
directions within ±20° are possible for winds of about 2 to 16 m/so Over the ocean, the
surface roughness can be related to the wind speed on the basis of simple empirical
relations. The surface wind stress can therefore be derived from the 19.5m wind speed
measurements. Additional research is needed, for measurement inconsistencies have been
noted for high and low wind speeds and also resulting from sea surface temperature effects
on viscosity (Woiceshyn, et al., 1986).
Using an airborne Doppler radar such as the ELDORA system (Hildebrand et al.,
1988), surface wind and wind stress measurements can be obtained at all locations below
the aircraft flight track. The data from within about ± 45 away from nadir can be used
to formulate estimates of U and u* along the flight track. Such estimates can be mapped
out away from the flight track to a distance approximately equal to the aircraft altitude.
0

Since the airborne radar also will include measurements of precipitation, it may be
possible to correct the surface cross-section and wind measurements for rainfall and high
wind surface spray. Additionally, the aircraft will provide radiometric surface temperature
measurements, T SFC ' The measurements of surface temperature may enable correcting the
relationship between the surface wind speed and the sea surface radar cross section for
changes in TSFC'

2.3

Large scale atmospheric transport through advective processes.

The advective transport of heat, moisture, and momentum can be evaluated from
aircraft measurements, provided diurnal and temporal changes can be accommodated.
The base measurements of atmospheric state parameters are measured accurately enough
to provide quite meaningful evaluations of atmospheric gradients and advection. The
temperature, humidity, and wind speed measurement accuracies (Table 2) provide
advective transport measurements with accuracies of 10% to 20% for typical values of Os,
01 and momentum flux. These values are comparable to the basic vertical flux
measurement accuracies. However, due to the use of mean values in these calculations, the
representativeness problem of the turbulent flux measurements does not affect these
measurements.
The major problem in providing such measurements is related to development of
a measurement technique which provides for adequate measurements and modeling of
diurnal and temporal changes. For any long flight track the time required to fly the track
will be long with respect to significant diurnal changes. This will require the use of fixed
point measurements of diurnal or temporal changes.
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Convective/MCS scale transport of heat. moisture and momentum.

Significant atmospheric heating occurs as a result of precipitation occurring in Mesoscale Convective Systems, particularly in the tropics. Measurement of precipitation
production and distribution, both spatially and with altitude is therefore an important
component of the TOGA COARE measurement program. The instrumented aircraft can
provide accurate in-situ measurements of atmospheric dynamics and precipitation along the
fight path; however, these measurements are hardly representative of the full Meso-scale
Convective System transport. Therefore, use of airborne Doppler radars is essential to this
measurement goal.
2.4.1

Precipitation measurement

The measurement of rainfall using radar involves use of radar reflectivity (Z) rainfall (R) relationships in which it is assumed that Z = aRb, where a and bare
empirically derived constants which depend heavily on the rainfall dropsize distribution.
Although these relationships are useful, they are inherently inaccurate due to the sensitivity
of these relationships to the rainfall dropsize distribution. Additional radar rainfall
measurement problems include incorrect radar rainfall algorithms, attenuation of the radar
signal, contamination of the radar data due to partial beam filling, and the effects of
ground clutter and incorrect calibration of the radar. Without additional calibration, radar
rainfall measurements are subject to at least factor of two errors. Use of additional
calibration (e.g. rain gages, aircraft, etc.) can provide measurements which may be as good
as 10% or better for large area, long term precipitation measurement accuracies.
Improved rainfall estimation can be obtained using measurements of the attenuation
(A) of the radar signal as it passes through the rainfall. This is because the A-R relations
are insensitive to the rainfall particle size distribution, whereas the Z-R relations are quite
sensitive to the dropsize distribution. Meneghini and Atlas (1984) have developed a
technique of measuring rainfall rate and ocean surface cross section (Fig. 6). Another
technique has been suggested by Testud and Amayenc (1988) in which the attenuation is
determined from a dual beam airborne Doppler radar (Fig. 7). Both techniques make
use of dual path precipitation observations to measure the attenuation. Either technique
will enable measurement of A; hence, measurements of R of improved accuracy. A great
deal of research has been devoted to development of improved remote rainfall
measurement capabilities (Simpson, 1988). A major component of TOGA COARE will
therefore include evaluation of these and other algorithms for improved accuracy radar
rainfall measurement.
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2.4.2 Storm cell/core transport processes.

Studies of cumulonimbus transport in GATE (LeMone and Zipser, 1980) and
TAMEX (Jorgensen and LeMone, 1989) showed that the majority of convective drafts and
cores are of scales of less than 2 km, and the primary mass transport in Meso-scale
Convective Systems, also occurs at small scales (Fig. 8). In TAMEX, GATE and
hurricanes only a rather small fraction of mass transport is associated with cores of >2 km
or >3m/s (Jorgensen, 1984; Jorgensen and LeMone, 1989). Thus, for these cases, the
narrow and weak cores are important to the vertical transport of mass.
2.4.3 Doppler radar measurement techniques
The current airborne Doppler measurements are principallysuited for measurements
of storm scale motions. Due to the slow scanning rate of the current airborne Doppler
radar systems, the analysis of convective scale features of tropical convection has depended
largely on aircraft in-situ measurements of air motions.
Measurement of the small scales of transport in tropical convection requires
improvements in the resolution capabilities of airborne measurement systems. The NeAR
ELDORA Airborne Doppler Radar Development Program (Hildebrand, et aI., 1988) will
include the improved spatial resolution as well as improved velocity and reflectivity
measurement accuracy. The scanning techniques for the P-3 and ELDORA radars are
illustrated in Fig. 9. The current NOAA P-3 aircraft are equipped with Doppler radars
which make measurements every 1 km along the flight path (Fig. 10, bottom). A major
needed improvement currently underway at NeAR will provide sampling data densities
at up to 0.3 km (Fig. 10, top). The relative abilities of the P-3 and ELDORA radars to
collect dual Doppler measurements of storm motions are illustrated in Fig. 11, where the
areas covered in three hour flights are illustrated for the two radar systems. In large storm
systems, such as the tropical storm illustrated in the lower left, some areas may be to
intense to fly through. This may prohibit data collection, particularly for the P-3 radar.

3.0

Flight Patterns for Large Scale Atmospheric Flux measurements over the tropical
ocean.

The seemingly diverse goals for the airborne flux measurements can very likely be
accomplished with only a modest number of flight plans. The major constraints will
include the flight range and duration of the aircraft, the range of operating altitudes, and
the location of airports which are capable of supporting the aircraft. The flight
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characteristics of the NCAR Electra and NOAA P-3 aircraft are listed in Table 3.
Identification of which airfields in the TOGA COARE area have facilities which are
suitable for the NCAR Electra or NOAA P-3 aircraft will be determined by NCAR and
NOM. While many of the larger islands will have airfields capable of handling the aircraft,
some of these airfields may have several facilities.

Table 3. The flight characteristics of the NCAR Electra and NOAA P-3 aircraft.
Aircraft

Altitude

Range

(km)

Endurance

(km)

(h)

Payload
(kg)

Power
(kw)

NCAR Electra

7.8

4,800

8

10,500

70

NOAA P-3

7.8

6,000

10

5,500

14.3

3.1

Large scale flight patterns for in-situ flux measurements

These flights will be oriented toward measurement of large scale atmospheric fluxes
and gradients. Accordingly, long flight paths will be flown over large areas. These flight
paths will include both Mesa-scale Convective System and clear areas.
For the purpose of flux measurement, the flights will primarily be flown at altitudes
in the boundary layer. Typical flights for boundary layer flux measurements (Fig. 12) will
include flight leg lengths on the order of > 100 km, soundings through the altitudes of
interest, possible repeated flight legs at differing altitudes within the boundary layer, use
of two aircraft to assess flux divergences along long flight tracks, use of multiple aircraft
to assess diurnal changes over fixed flight tracks, and use of multiple aircraft to map large
areas in reasonable short lengths of time. The use of cross-wind flight legs is illustrated
in Fig. 12. Past studies of convective scales and sampling in the boundary layer have
shown that convective large eddy scale sizes are frequently smaller in the cross-wind
direction. Data collection in the cross-wind direction therefore improve sampling.
For the purpose of measuring Mesa-scale Convective System structures with in-situ
instrumentation or with radars, the aircraft will operate at a variety of altitudes from near
sea surface to the maximum operating altitude of the aircraft. Typical flights for Meso-
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FIG.12.TOGA-COARE boundary layerflux measurement flightpatterns.
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scale Convective System structure measurement will include the same types of flights as
for the flux measurement; however, the range of operating altitudes will be shifted to
include all altitudes from the sub-cloud layer to the maximum operating altitude of the
aircraft.

3.2

Airborne Doppler measurements of storm structure.

Use of the airborne Doppler radars for measurements of storm structure will vary
some between the NCAR Electra and NOAA P-3 aircraft. For either type of airborne
Doppler radar system, the flights can be made at a variety of altitudes according to other
measurement needs (Fig. 13).
Due to the design of the NCAR ELDORA system, the Electra will be able to fly
in simple straight lines through Meso-scale Convective Systems (Fig. 11). Such
measurements can be made either in single paths past the storms, or in repeated flights
through the storms. Since the radar only makes measurements out to about 60 km on
either side of the flight track, multiple passes will be required to approach full coverage
of large Meso-scale Convective Systems.
Flights using the NOAA P-3 aircraft for airborne Doppler radar measurements can
be very much the same as the NCAR Electra flights, providing only single Doppler data
are needed. However, the P-3 flights will be somewhat more complicated when dual
Doppler data are desired. As is the case with the NCAR Electra, multiple passes will be
needed to cover large Meso-scale Convective System areas.
A likely mode of operation will be to use the two aircraft in different modes. The
ELDORA measurements can be directed toward dual Doppler radar and precipitation
measurements of fine scales of Meso-scale Convective System motions which are related
to Meso-scale Convective System transport mechanisms. The P-3 measurements can be
directed toward radar measurements in which the higher resolution of ELDORA is not
necessary and toward in-situ measurements. This complementary use of the aircraft will
greatly enlarge the area observed in a given length of time.
3.3

Airborne radar measurement of backscatter cross-section.

The NCAR ELDORA radar, with its dual beam scanning, will provide
measurements of near sea-surface (19.5m) winds and surface stress. Such measurements
will be available in a swath under the aircraft extending away from the flight track
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approximately by the aircraft altitude (Fig. 14). The NOM P-3 system will have some
similar, but reduced accuracy abilities. There are some conflicting aspects of the use of
both radar systems. Attenuation of the radar signal between the aircraft and the sea
surface will deteriorate the quality of the wind and stress estimate. This error may, to
some extent, be corrected by the mirror image technique of Meneghini and Atlas (1984).
This possible attenuation may provide the impetus to fly fairly close to the sea surface.
On the other hand, an increased altitude will widen the swath width for surface winds and
stress. This goal will strongly advocate a higher altitude for radar observations.
In Meso-scale Convective System areas, the Doppler radar data are probably best
collected at altitudes of 5-6 km. These altitudes will provide good swath widths. When
the aircraft are being used for flux measurements, the typical 0.1-1.5 km flight altitudes will
only provide surface wind and stress measurements along and very near to the flight track.

3.4

Measurements of atmospheric chemical constituents and transport.

Both the NeAR Electra and the NOM P-3 aircraft routinely fly a wide variety of
user-supplied instrumentation, much of it related to measurement of atmospheric chemistry.
It is anticipated that the background state and transport of atmospheric chemical
constituents may be an important ancillary role for these aircraft.
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